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The aim of this paper is to improve the results of [o] about the theta series
associated to the even extremal unimodular quadratic form. We prove that, in
degree 3, the associated theta series is still unique for extremal even unimodular
lattices of rank 32 and 48. For the ranks 40, 56, 72 we analyze the situation. We
discuss also consequences in degree 4. To obtain these results we use some known
results about the vanishing of the cusp forms on the hyperelliptic locus Ig . We give
also some improvements in this subject, namely we show that the estimate about
the slope of cusp forms vanishing on Ig is sharp.  2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let S denote an even unimodular positive definite quadratic form of
rank 8k, then the theta series of degree n is given by
3S({)= :
X # Zn, 8k
e

( 12 tr(
tXSX{),
where e

( ) stands for exp(2?i ) and { # Hn , the Siegel upper half space of
degree n. This defines the analytic class invariant of S.
We know that for a fixed k the set of all such S forms a single genus and
the integral classes are 1, 2, 24 for k=1, 2, 3. In the case of rank 16, Igusa
and Kneser proved this independently (cf. [I1] and [K]), solving a conjec-
ture of Witt that the two theta series are linearly independent if and only
if n4. In the recent paper [BFW], the problem for rank 24 also has been
settled. In fact, they proved that the 24 theta series are linearly independent
if and only if n12. We also have to mention that the linear independence
of these theta series had already been proved in [E].
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The fast growth of the class number does not leave any hope, at least at
the moment, of finding similar results for higher ranks. At the same time
one could formulate a different problem that is related to the classification
of lattices, namely a certain fixed rank, and find the minimal degree for
which the theta series are distinct.
This is helpful in determining some criterion for showing that two quadratic
forms are not integrally equivalent; in fact, this happens if the associate theta
series have different values for one Fourier coefficient.
Also in this case we have a complete solution only for ranks 8, 16, and
24. In fact, for obvious reasons, in the first two cases the solutions coincide
with those of the previous problem; instead, in the third case, from the
table of the Fourier coefficients given in [BFW] or from the results of [E],
one can easily deduce that n=4 is the minimal value for which the
associated theta series are distinct.
An even unimodular quadratic form is extremal if
min(x # Z8k, x{0, txSx)=2 _8k24&+2.
It is a well known fact that extremal quadratic forms have the same
theta series in degree 1. For this reason Ozeki examined, in degree 2, three
different extremal theta series associated to quadratic forms of rank 40. He
proved that they are different and conjectured that theta series of degree 2
classify extremal lattices of dimension 40, cf. [O].
Successively, in [P], it has been shown, using an estimate of the class
number, that this cannot be possible. Moreover, Peters proved that in most
of the cases in which the existence of extremal quadratic forms is known,
the associated theta series is still unique in degree 2 and when the rank is
40, 64, 80 the difference of any two such theta series is, up to a multi-
plicative constant, a well-determined cusp form.
The aim of this paper is to improve the results obtained by the last two
authors, in fact, we shall prove that there is a unique theta series of genus
3 for extremal even unimodular lattices of rank 32 and 48. For the ranks
40, 56, 72 we analyze the situation in degree 3. To obtain these results we
need to recall some facts about the slope of a cusp form and the vanishing
of the cusp forms on the hyperelliptic locus Ig . Most of these results are in
[I1] and [W]; we also give some improvements, essentially we show that
the estimate given by Weissauer, about the slope of cusp forms vanishing
on Ig , is sharp.
We thank C. Poor and R. Schulze-Pillot for helpful electronic discussions
and for bringing to our attention the preprints [PY] and [SSP] which
introduced us to this subject.
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2. THE ACTION OF THE SYMPLECTIC GROUP
In this section we recall some basic facts about characteristics and the
action of the symplectic group. For any commutative ring R, we denote by
Rp, q the set of p_q matrices with entries in R.
We denote by Sp(g, R) the symplectic group. Its elements will be written
as
_=\AC
B
D+ .
We write 1g for Sp(g, Z). If X # R p, p we denote by diag(X ) the column
vector whose i th element is Xii for all i=1, ..., p.
A characteristic m is a column vector in Z2g with m$ and m" as first and
second g-entry vectors. We put
e(m)=(&1) tm$m" (1)
and we say m is even or odd according to whether e(m)=1 or &1. For any
triplet m1 , m2 , m3 we set
e(m1 , m2 , m3)=e(m1) e(m2) e(m3) e(m1+m2+m3). (2)
We say that a sequence m1 , ..., mr is essentially independent if for any
choice of 1i1<i2< } } } <i2k , k1, we have
mi1+mi2+ } } } +mi2k {0 mod 2. (3)
Let us consider the formula
_ } m=\ D&B
&C
A +\
m$
m"++\
diag(C tD)
diag(AtB)+ .
This defines the unique action of 1g on the set of characteristics modulo 2,
keeping (1), (2), and (3) invariant. We shall denote by _ vm the unique
element in [0, 1]2g congruent to _ } m modulo 2.
It is a well known fact that they characterize the 1g -orbits in the
Cartesian product of F2g2 , cf. [I2]. Thus we consider characteristics with
coefficients on F2 , sometimes we regard elements 0, 1 # Z as elements of F2 .
Moreover, we think of a sequence of characteristics (m1 , m2 , ..., mr) as a
matrix M of F2g, r2 and we say that it is even, essentially independent, etc.,
if the sequence is. We say that M is azygetic (syzygetic) if e(mi , mj , mk)=
&1(1) for all 1i< j<kr.
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It is immediate to verify that if M is azygetic then all its columns are
mutually distinct and r2g+2. If r=2g+2, then there is the unique
relation m1+ } } } +m2g+2 #0.
We shall consider matrices M whose first g columns are odd and whose
remaining g+2 columns are even. We call such matrices a special fundamental
system. A typical example is
M0=\1g$g
1g
0
0
$g
0
0+ ,
where 0 denotes the 0-column, 1g the g_g unit matrix, $g the g_g matrix
with entry 1 on and above the diagonal and 0 below. (Caution: This is an
abuse of notation, in fact the block matrices in the same column do not
have the same size!)
Sp(g, F2) acts transitively on the set of the special fundamental system.
With this notation we recall from [I3] the following
Proposition 1. Let M # F2g, g2 odd and N # F
2g, g+2
2 satisfying
M tM&N tN#\0g1g
1g
0g+ mod 2, (4)
diag(M tM&N tN )#0 mod 4, (5)
then (M, N ) is a special fundamental system. The converse is also true.
Clearly, (4) and (5) are Sp(g, F2) invariant; as an immediate consequence
we get that any row of a special fundamental system cannot have all entries
equal and the number of 1 occurring in any row is congruent modulo 4 to
the number of 1 occurring in the same row of N.
Let k+ j= g, k1 and X(2k, 2j+1) be a row vector with 2k entries
equal to 1 and 2j+1 entries equal to 0 for any positive integer l. We shall
consider the l-plets of entries of X(2k, 2j+1). We say that an l-plet is even
or odd according to whether the sum of all entries is even or odd. We put
Ol (2k, 2j+1) and E l (2k, 2j+1) equal to the number of all odd, resp. even,
l-plets. We have the following elementary
Lemma 1. For any positive integer k, we have
\ 2gg&1+O g(2k, 2j+1), E g(2k, 2j+1)\
2g
g + .
Proof. The inequality is true for k=1 and also for j=0, then we
assume k2; now since O g(2k&2, 2j+1)=O g&1(2k&2, 2j+1) we have
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O g(2k&2, 2j+3)
=2O g&1(2k&2, 2j+1)+O g(2k&2, 2j+1)+O g&2(2k&2, 2j+1)
=3O g&1(2k&2, 2j+1)+O g&2(2k&2, 2j+1) (6)
and
O g(2k, 2j+1)=O g(2k&2, 2j+1)+2E g(2k&2, 2j+1)
+O g&2(2k2 , 2j+1)
=O g&1(2k&2, 2j+1)+2E g&1(2k&2, 2j+1)
+O g&2(2k&2, 2j+1)
=2 \2g&1g&1 +&O g&1(2k&2, 2j+1)+O g&2(2k&2, 2j+1)
=\2gg +&O g&1(2k&2, 2j+1)+O g&2(2k&2, 2j+1). (7)
Similarly, we have
E g(2k, 2j+1)=\2gg +&E g&1(2k&2, 2j+1)+E g&2(2k&2, 2j+1).
Thus the lemma will be proved once we get
&O g&1(2k&2, 2j+1)+O g&2(2k&2, 2j+1)0
and
&E g&1(2k&2, 2j+1)+E g&2(2k&2, 2j+1)0.
But these are a particular case of the inequalities
&O p(2k, 2j+1)+O p&1(2k, 2j+1)0
and
&E p(2k, 2j+1)+E p&1(2k, 2j+1)0.
that hold for pg and can be easily proved by induction on g using the
case j=0.
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3. MODULAR FORMS AND THE HYPERELLIPTIC LOCUS
Let Hg denote the Siegel space of degree g. We denote by 1 a subgroup
of finite index in 1g ; in particular, 1g(l ) is the main congruence subgroup
of level l defined by _#12g mod l.
If we add the conditions diag(AtB)#diag(C tD)#0 mod 2l, we get the
subgroup 1g(l, 2l ).
A holomorphic function f defined on Hg is called a modular form for 1
of weight k if
f (_ } {)= f ((A{+B)(C{+D)&1)=det(C{+D)k f ({)
for all _ # 1. In the case of degree 1 we require also the holomorphicity of
f at the cusps. We denote by [1, k] the vector space spanned by such
forms. Moreover, we put
A(1 )= 

k=0
[1, k].
This is a graded ring finitely generated over C. Any f # [1, k] has Fourier
expansion, in the particular case of the full modular group 1g we have
f ({)= :
T0
a(T ) e

((12) tr(T{)),
where we sum over the set of integral even semidefinite positive matrices.
We say that f is a cusp form if a(T){0 implies T is definite positive.
One of the simplest examples of modular forms are the Thetanullwerte
of characteristic
m=\m$m"+ ,
(8)
%m({)= :
p # Z g
e
 \(12)t \p+
m$
2 + { \p+
m$
2 ++
t
\ p+m$2 +
m"
2 + .
For them we recall the following transformation formula: for any _ # 1g we
have
%_ vm(_ } {)=/(_, m) det(C{+D)12 %m({). (9)
Here /(_, m) is an eighth root of unity. We know that the vanishing of
certain Thetanullwerte characterizes the hyperelliptic locus Ig in Hg ; cf.
[I1] and [M]. We briefly recall this.
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Let W2g+2 be the quasi-projective variety consisting of the points of
C2g+2 whose coordinates are mutually distinct, then we can associate to
each point !=(!1 , ..., !2g+2) of W a nonsingular hyperelliptic curve C(!) of
equation y2=(x&!1) } } } (x&!2g+2).
Let J(!)=C g(1g , {(!)) be the jacobian variety of C(!), then there
exists a special fundamental system of characteristics F=(M, N ) such that,
if t denotes the sum of the odd characteristic mi ,
%t+ fI ({(!)){0  fI= fi1+ } } } + fig+1 (10)
for distinct fi . Since fI is congruent modulo 2 to the sum of the remaining
g+1 characteristics in F, we can assume that the characteristic f2g+2 never
occurs in (10). Therefore we have exactly ng=( 2g+1g ) Thetanullwerte that
do not vanish at {(!).
More precisely, recalling that the discriminant of a polynomial
pr (x)= ‘
r
i=1
(x&!i)
is
D( pr)= ‘
1i< jr
(!i&!j)2,
considering the decomposition of p2g+2(x) as
pI (x)= ‘
g+1
j=1
(x&!ij ) and pII (x)= p2g+2(x)pI (x),
and setting DfI=D(PI) D(PII), we have
%t+ fI ({(!))
8DfI=+
4, (11)
a constant independent of the choice of fI .
Let S(2g+2) be the graded subring of C[(!i&!j)], 1i< j2g+2,
whose homogeneous elements I # S(2g+2)s are of degree s with respect to
each !i and satisfy the identity
I \..., (a!i+b)c!i+d , ...+= ‘
2g+2
i=1
(c! i+d)&s I(..., !, ...) (12)
for ( ac
b
d) # SL(2, C).
Let S(2, 2g+2) be the graded ring of projective invariants of a binary
form of degree 2g+2, then I # S(2g+2) belongs to S(2, 2g+2) if I is
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symmetric in !1 , ..., !2g+2 . Being more precise we can say that there is a
morphism
\: A(1g(2))  S(2g+2) (13)
such that \(%t+ fI ({(!))
8)=DfI which restricts to
\: A(1g)  S(2, 2g+2) (14)
and which increases the weight by (12) g ratio. An element /(1g) belongs
to the kernel of \ if and only if / vanishes at every point of Ig , cf. [I1].
We remark that in [I1], \ is defined only on a subring of A(1g(2)). This
would be enough for our purposes, but we take the occasion to show that
it is defined everywhere. In fact, according to [I1, p. 845], it is enough to
prove the existence, in the cases of even degree, of a modular form of odd
weight that does not vanish on Ig .
For any two matrices A and B we set AB=( AO
O
B), moreover if M and
N are sequences of characteristics, by an abuse of notation we set
MN=\M$N$M"N"+ .
Now let M1 # F4, 102 , the matrix whose columns are the even characteristic,
then
P(M1)({)= ‘
m even
%m({), { # H2 ,
belongs to [12(2), 5] and does not vanish on I2 . With these notations we
have that
%r0({) P(M1  } } } M1)({), { # H2p ,
with the sum on p copies of M1 and r=1+(&1) p belongs to
_12p(2), 5p+1+(&1)
p
2 & ,
since the matrix M of the coefficients satisfies
M tM#\0g1g
1g
0g+ mod 2,
diag(M tM )#0 mod 4,
cf. [I4].
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Moreover, it does not vanish on the points
{=\
{2
0
} } }
0
0
{2
} } }
} } }
} } }
} } }
} } }
0
0
0
} } }
{2 + , {2 # H2
that are in the boundary of the hyperelliptic locus, thus these forms do not
vanish on Ig . Let us go back to modular forms relative to 1g . We define
the vanishing order at the infinity of a modular form f of weight k as
$( f )= 12 min(
txHx, x{0, x # Zg, a(H ){0) (15)
and the slope of f as the ratio of the weight and the vanishing order, i.e.,
s( f )=k$( f ). (16)
The discriminant of a binary form of degree 2g+2 is defined by
D= ‘
1i< j2g+2
(!i&! j)2. (17)
Its weight, as a projective invariant, is 4g+2; this will play an essential role
in what we are going to say. We know that if / is a cusp form for which
\(/) is defined, then it is divisible for the discriminant [I1]. More precisely,
we have
Theorem 1. Let f # [1g , k] be a cusp form, then
D$( f ) divides \( f ).
In particular, if s( f )<8+4g, then it vanishes on the hyperelliptic locus.
For a proof see [W].
As an immediate consequence one has (cf. [W])
Corollary. The minimal slope for a cusp form in degree 1, 2, 3 is equal
to 12, 10, 9 respectively.
Moreover, up a multiplicative constant any cusp form that has this property
is a power of 2, /10 , /18 .
We have to mention that these results can be deduced by [HM], where
the slope of the divisor of moduli spaces of curves is studied. However, we
prefer to quote [W] since his approach is closer to the spirit of this paper.
In this context we recall that, relative to degree 4, we deduced a similar
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statement from [HM]; in fact, we have that the minimal slope is 8 and the
modular form is the Schottky polynomial J (cf. [SM2]).
Now we want to show that the estimate given by Weissauer is sharp.
Let {(!) be a hyperelliptic point and M=(m1 , ..., mng) the unique, up to
permutations, sequence of mutually distinct even characteristics satisfying
P(M )({(!))=%m1({(!)) } } } %mng({(!)){0
and we put
F({)= :
_ # Sp(g, F2)
P(_ vM )8 ({). (18)
Then we have
Theorem 2. Let F be defined as in (18), then it is a cusp form in
[1g , 4ng] that never vanishes on Ig with
s(F)=8+
4
g
and \(F )=Dng.
Proof. It is a well known fact that the symmetrizations of eighth powers
of monomials in the Thetanullwerte give nonvanishing modular forms
relative to 1g . Moreover, since for every hyperelliptic point { we have that
the evaluation at this point of all monomials, but one, is equal to 0, then
F never vanishes on Ig . Thus as consequence of Theorem 2 we necessarily
have s(F )8+ 4g .
Conversely, as a consequence of the fact that we are summing on eighth
powers, we have that $(F ) is equal to the minimal number of 1 occurring
in the g th row of all matrices of characteristics appearing in (18). From
Lemma 1 we get an estimate for this number,i.e., $(F )( 2gg&1) that shows
the theorem. We remark that the first inequality can be proved without
assuming Weissauer’s result, but rather by computing the vanishing order
of the matrix associated to the special fundamental system M0 .
We conclude by observing that since the modular form F never vanishes
on Ig , it induces a relation on the Picard group of this locus; cf. [CH] for
details.
4. THETA SERIES
Now we apply the result of previous section to the analysis of extremal
theta series. We shall consider only the cases of rank greater than 24. The
first result is an immediate consequence; in fact, we have
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Theorem 3. Let us assume N=32, 48; then about the theta series
associated to extremal lattices we can say
(i) it is unique in degree 3,
(ii) in degree 4 their difference is, up to a multiplicative, possibly 0,
constant, equal to a power of Schottky’s polynomial J.
Proof. In both cases we have that if the difference of two extremal theta
series is a cusp form for g=3 and the slope is less than or equal to 8, then
it is 0; in degree 4 we do the same.
In a previous paper [SM1] we proved that the Fourier coefficient of
J({) indexed by the matrix
T=\
2
0
1
1
0
2
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
2+
is different from 0, since the quadratic form T is minimal, relatively to the
determinant, among those that appear in the Fourier expansion. An easy
computation tells us that the Fourier coefficients a(2T ) and a(3T ) of the
cusp forms J({)2, J({)3, respectively, are not 0, thus to verify if two theta
series are equal it is enough to check the value of these coefficients.
Before considering other cases, we need to deduce some results about
modular forms of degree 3 from [T].
Lemma 2. In the ring of modular forms A(13), there are unique, up to a
multiplicative constant, cusp forms
/20 , /28 , /36
with the properties
$(/20)=2, $(/28)=3, $(/36)=4.
Proof. It is obvious that /36=/218 .
Now let us remark that in degree 3 all points in the boundary of the
Satake compactification are associated to period matrices of degenerate
hyperelliptic curves. Then we have that for each modular form f, such that
\( f ){0, $( f ) coincides with the power of the discriminant appearing
in \( f ).
We know from [T, p. 855] that there exists /20 such that \(/20)=D2I2 ,
where I2 is the invariant of minimal degree in S(2, 2g+2). Since Ker \ is
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a principal ideal generated by /18 , any other cusp form satisfying the
hypothesis should be of the form
g({) /18({)+a/20({)
with a # C and g({) of weight 2, but such a g does not exist. A similar
argument holds for /28 ; in fact there exists a modular form such that
\(/28)=D3 (cf. [T, p. 847]) and any other cusp form satisfying the hypo-
thesis should be of the form
g({) /18({)+a/28({)
with a # C and g({) a modular form of weight 10.
Since $(/18)=2, g({) also has to be a cusp form, but it does not exist;
cf. [I1].
As consequence of this lemma we have
Theorem 4. Let us assume N=56, 72. Then about the theta series associated
to extremal lattices we can say that in degree 3 their difference is, up to a
multiplicative, possibly 0, constant, and equal to /28 , /36 respectively.
In the case N=40, if two extremal theta series are equal in degree 2, then
in degree 3 their difference is, up to a multiplicative, possibly 0, constant, and
equal to /20 .
Remark. We have to point that in the case N=72 the existence of an
extremal lattice is still an open question; cf. [S1].
For two of these cusp forms, namely /28 and /36 , we are able to compute
a nonzero Fourier coefficient useful for understanding the behavior of these
extremal theta series.
In fact, let P(M )({) be a monomial in the Thetanullwerte, where
M=\M$M"+ # F2g, k2
is a matrix whose columns are even characteristics. Then if we set
A(T )=[P | (P+M$2) t (P+M$2)=T ]
we have the following formula for the Fourier coefficients:
a(T )= :
P # A(T )
(&1)tr(
tPM").
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In the case of
/218= ‘
m even
%m({)2
an easy computation tells us that the Fourier coefficient a(2T0) of /18 , for
2 1 1
T0=\1 2 1+ ,1 1 2
is different from 0. In fact, computing all P # A(2T0) with P and M$
integral 3_36 matrices and M$ equal to the first three rows of the matrix
of all even characteristics, we get that the only possible solutions are of the
form
P=M$D,
with D a diagonal matrix of rank 36 having 0 and &1 as entries. This is
equivalent to saying that the matrices P have some columns equal to the
opposite of the corresponding column in M$ and the others are zero.
Since all characteristics are even, in this special case, for all P we get
(&1)tr(
tPM")=1,
thus a(T0){0.
Considerations similar to these tell us that those a(T $), with diag(T $)=
(4, 4, 4) and some entries, out of the diagonal, equal to 3, are zero. These
facts imply that the Fourier coefficient a(4T0) of /218 is equal to the square
of the Fourier coefficient a(2T0) of /18 ; then it is different from 0.
Relative to the cusp form /28 with some elementary, but tedious, com-
putations, it can be shown that the Fourier coefficient associated to the
matrix 3T0 is positive. This happens since some monomials whose square
appears in the sum of /28 (cf. [T]) have Fourier coefficient a((32) T0){0,
and those with diag(T $)=(3, 3, 3) and some entries, out of the diagonal,
greater than or equal to 2 are zero. Thus, also in this case a(3T0) is a sum
of squares.
With the help of a computer we think that we can also compute a non-
zero Fourier coefficient of /20 , if we find one such that diag(T)=(4, 4, 4)
with considerations similar to those of [P], we have that for rank 40 there
exist, in degree 4, two extremal theta series whose difference is a cusp form.
We conclude this paper by apologizing for the lack of examples illustrat-
ing Theorems 3 and 4. However, following the suggestion of the referee we
raise the following problems:
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Find two even unimodular extremal lattices L1 and L2 of rank 40
whose theta series coincide in degree 2 and differ in degree 3. We recall that
explicit examples of extremal lattices are obtainable using binary self dual
extremal [40, 20, 8] codes; a good reference for these codes can be found
in [RS].
Find two even unimodular extremal lattices L3 and L4 of rank 32 or
48 whose theta series differ in degree 4. The 32-dimensional lattices are
discussed in [KV1, KV2, and S2].
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